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EMMA High-top safety shoe, JORDAN (Ruffneck), protection
level S1P, fit XD ESD Metal Free
The Jordan is a street inspired safety boot.

Its unique heel design (the 'rough neck') is highly supportive and ideal for climbing pallets, ladders and in and
out of truck cabs - even when wet. The protective insole protects from sharp objects like nails and shards of
metal. This sneaker with fiberglass toe cap, is finished with robust denim. Choose a LoNeck or HiNeck, just
make sure it's a RuffNeck.

Protection class
occupational shoes OB O1 O2 O3 O4 O5

Protective toecap

Energy absorption in
heel * * * * *

Fully enclosed heel * * * * *

Antistatic properties * * *

Puncture resistant
outsole *

Water penetration
and absorption

protection
* * * *

Water resistant

Protection class
safety shoes SB S1 S1P S2 S3 S4 S5

Protective toecap * * * * * * *

Energy
absorption in heel * * * * * *

Fully enclosed
heel * * * * * *

Antistatic
properties * * * * * *

Puncture resistant
outsole * * *

Water
penetration and

absorption
protection

* * * *

Water resistant * *

Description Article

Shoe JORDAN XD 43 S1P Denimbl.high ESD 14161781
Shoe JORDAN XD 41 S1P Denimbl.high ESD 14161779
Shoe JORDAN XD 44 S1P Denimbl.high ESD 14161782
Shoe JORDAN XD 40 S1P Denimbl.high ESD 14161778
Shoe JORDAN XD 45 S1P Denimbl.high ESD 14161783

Shoe JORDAN XD 48 S1P DENIMblue high ESD 14161786
Shoe JORDAN XD 39 S1P Denimbl.high ESD 14161777
Shoe JORDAN XD 42 S1P Denimbl.high ESD 14161780
Shoe JORDAN XD 47 S1P Denimbl.high ESD 14161785
Shoe JORDAN XD 46 S1P Denimbl.high ESD 14161784
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